Introduction
The Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE), launched 1995 Dec. 30, is still operating and is expected to remain active for several more years. The mission is designed to probe the nature of compact objects through timing of the variable intensities and the tracking of broad-band spectra 6 . The features that provide this capability are: (1) a large aperture Proportional Counter Array (PCA) which provides high statistics in short periods. The brighter sources can be studied with millisecond time resolutions comparable to the orbital time scales of matter close to neutron stars or stellar black holes;
(2) the capability to detect transient phenomena with the All Sky Monitor (ASM) together with spacecraft systems that permit rapid pointing response, within a few hours; (3) a broad spectral response with the PCA (2 − 60 keV) together with the coaligned High Energy X-ray Timing Experiment (HEXTE; 15 − 250 keV).
The richness of variability in the x-ray sky is clear from the 5-year light curves of fourteen sources obtained from the ASM. Seven quasi-persistent sources are shown in Fig. 1 and seven transients in Fig. 2 .
In the spring of 2000, members of the RXTE Users Group, our colleagues on the instrument teams, and other RXTE users, helped in making the case for continued RXTE observations. The achievements of the past 5 years of operations were important to that case. In this report, we outline highlights pertaining to compact objects, primarily neutron stars and black holes. We also touch upon progress in cataclysmic variables and the role of RXTE in the study of gamma ray bursts.
This brief snapshot with sample references is neither complete nor necessarily balanced. It points up the broad themes of progress in compact-object physics, but it does not give a proper view of the depth and richness in detail that RXTE is Figure 1 . ASM light curves of 7 quasi-persistent sources. The top three are neutron star systems, showing (from the top) a long orbital period, and superorbital periods of 35 and 60 d (respectively) that are most likely accreting precession disks. The other curves are (in descending order) a black hole candidate that entered a sustained soft spectral state, a black hole system with variability on time scales > 100 d, a neutron star which shows ∼70-d quasiperiodic variability, and finally a flaring extragalactic blazar, from Remillard (pvt. comm.).
bringing to these topics. The reader is referred to reviews on individual topics, e.g., van Figure 2 . ASM 5-year light curves (1.5 -12 keV) of (from top) two neutron star and 5 black-hole systems, from Remillard (pvt . comm.).
Measurements in Regimes of Strong Gravity
RXTE has obtained a diverse set of quantitative results that provide information on the regime of strong gravity found near neutron stars and stellar black holes. The signatures are both temporal and spectral. They arise when x-ray emitting gases approach the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) predicted in General Relativity (GR).
Rapid quasiperiodic oscillations (QPO) in x-ray flux (hundreds of Hz to 1.3 kHz) are found in both neutron star and black-hole systems. They must arise from the innermost regions of accretion. Candidate processes for these QPO 15 42 , and beat frequencies 43 37 . Evidence for the ISCO is found in the temporal variability of the x-ray flux of the neutron star binary system 4U 1820−30. The observed behavior of the kHz oscillations 78 4 as a function of position on the color-color diagram (presumably a measure of mass accretion rate) matches well the predicted behavior 43 (Fig. 3) , though other factors could mimic this result 70 . Kilohertz oscillations in neutron star systems studied with RXTE (see below) also constrain the equation of state of the neutron star 43 ; Fig. 4 . High frequency oscillations found in five stellar black holes are shown in Fig. 5 . A given model of the oscillations, in conjunction with the determination of blackhole mass via optical techniques, can yield the angular momentum parameter of the black hole. For example, the 300 Hz oscillations in GRO J1655−40 require maximal rotation if due to frame dragging 15 and negligible rotation if they are the Kepler frequency of the ISCO 58 . RXTE spectra can tell us how closely accretion disks approach the compact object, the closer the hotter. The radius of the ISCO depends upon the spin parameter and mass of the compact object in GR. Thus, if the spectrally determined radius is, in fact, the radius of the ISCO, it provides another measure of the angular momentum parameter if the mass is independently known from dynamical measures. In the case of microquasars, the black hole may have to be nearly maximally rotating to be consistent with spectral results 77 .
Black hole systems
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Spectra and low-frequency oscillations in black-hole systems
X-ray spectra of black holes typically exhibit a thermal component usually considered to be from the accretion disk, and also a power-law component. There are two types of power law associated with different intensity states of the black hole 26 . Their natures are a mystery, though generally they are considered to arise from inverse-Compton upscattering from a hot plasma of electrons. In the "low-hard state" of black hole systems, the power law could arise from hot matter undergoing infall into the black hole, i.e., advection dominated flow 48 , or it could arise from compact magnetic flares on the surface of the accretion disk 54 . The relative behavior of the power law, the disk component, and the (sometimes extremely strong) low-frequency quasi periodic oscillations (QPOs) has been studied with RXTE through huge state variations in a number of black-hole systems. Patterns of behavior are emerging. For example, in GRS 1915+105, the low frequency QPOs are associated primarily with increases in the strength of the power law component 47 . Thus the oscillations are not solely a disk phenomenon. Current modeling efforts incorporate both the temporal and spectral behaviors in these systems 35 32 51 54 .
Formation of relativistic astrophysical jets
Microquasars, so called because of their superluminal radio emissions 44 22 , are also highly variable x ray sources. As such, they provide important probes of the disk/jet connection.
The microquasar GRS J1915+105 exhibits ∼10 dramatic types of x-ray modulation or oscillations on time scales of minutes 47 . Each of these modes may continue for a few hours or days. One of these modes exhibits a ∼30 minute oscillation period, and each oscillation has been found to be nearly coincident with a nonthermal radio/infrared outburst 53 20 45 ; Fig. 6 . This reveals directly the behavior of the accretion disk as jet outbursts occur. Changes in the x-ray spectrum imply the destruction of the inner, x-ray emitting part of an accretion disk 2 . This disk material may become the ejecta in the recurring outbursts. These radio events have much smaller fluxes (0.01 -0.1 Jy) than the large events (0.5 -2.0 Jy) that have been mapped with VLBI to reveal superluminal motion. RXTE has yet to capture one of these rare larger events.
The x-ray spectral state of the black hole system GX 339−4 ( Fig. 1 ) is strongly correlated with the presence or absence of steady radio emission 23 16 . The steady radio emission may represent a steady jet. Extended emission from Cyg X−1 may also be such a jet 67 7 . A steady jet in GRS 1915+105 has been imaged with VLBI on dimensions from 10 to 500 AU 18 . These investigations are attempting to relate the power-law of the low-hard state (index ∼1.7) to Compton scattering at the base of a steady jet.
Spectra and variability in AGN
RXTE is uniquely capable of producing well-sampled long-term x-ray light curves for multi-wavelength monitoring campaigns of AGN. Monitoring campaigns coordinated with optical and ultraviolet observations have found patterns that imply a close coupling between the origins of the different bands, despite a lack of simple correlation in some cases 49 . RXTE has confirmed that radio galaxies have weaker reflection components and bradt: submitted to World Scientific on February 1, 2008 Fe lines than do radio quiet Seyfert galaxies 60 21 . This suggests that the presence of the jet may alter the inner environment of AGN.
Monitoring campaigns covering several years for the first time clearly demonstrate that the typical variability time scale for Seyfert 1 galaxies ranges from weeks to months, as indicated, for example, by the turnover of the PDS of NGC 3516; Fig. 7 19 . Similar turnovers in stellar black-hole systems are found at much smaller time scales, e.g., ∼10 s for Cyg X−1. The ratio of the time constants of AGN to stellar black holes may reflect the relative black hole masses, e.g. ∼10 M sun for Cyg X-1 and 10 6 − 10 7 M sun for NGC 3516 19 . The origin of these time scales is not known.
Observations of the brighter BL Lac objects show substantial variability in ASM data; see Mk 421 in Iron lines and Compton reflection components have been measured in spectra of individual Seyfert 1 and Seyfert 2 galaxies. In one case, MCG -6-30-15, the iron line does not share the variations of the continuum 61 . This challenges the interpretation of broadened lines originating in the inner disk.
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4 Neutron star systems
Spin-up of neutron stars
The RXTE discovery of kilohertz oscillations in low-mass x-ray binary systems has provided a powerful new tool for the exploration of the regions very close to the neutron star. The frequencies, ranging up to about 1300 Hz clearly are comparable to those expected from Kepler motion in the ISCOs or from very rapid spinning of the neutron star. The frequency patterns and variations exhibit clear consistent patterns that provide strong diagnostics. See the above mentioned review 70 . The oscillations indicate that the neutron stars in low-mass x-ray binaries (LMXB) are rotating between 300 and 600 Hz, as is expected if they have been accreting for 10 8 -10 9 yr in binaries with low-mass companions. Quasi-coherent oscillations during x-ray bursts (a runaway thermonuclear flash on the neutron star surface) are most likely a direct indicator of the neutron star spin when the frequency settles down to its coherent value; Fig. 9 68 . One, and so far only one, transient LMXB exhibits truly coherent pulsations, SAX J1808.4-3658 at 401 Hz 73 9 . This 2.5-ms oscillation surely is the spin period of the neutron star. Doppler shifts are tracked to obtain with high precision the 2.01-h orbit; Fig. 10 . This is the first discovered accreting millisecond pulsar. It establishes the fact that millisecond radio pulsars are spun up due to the accretion torques in x-ray binaries. The magnetic fields of these old accreting neutron stars are in the range 10 8 -10 9 G, the same as those of recycled radio pulsars. Accumulating evidence from studies of the high frequency oscillations points to old accreting neutron stars having 1.8-2.3 solar masses, consistent with some stiff nuclear equations of state 70 37 . Such masses, in comparison to the 1.4 M sun of some young neutron stars, suggest accretion has added significant mass to the neutron stars. 
Neutron stars with high magnetic fields
Accretion flows of neutron stars in the region where the disk interacts with the magnetosphere have been studied through observations of Type II x-ray bursts of the Rapid Burster 27 and GRO J1744−28 76 , through low frequency QPOs in, for example, Aql X-1 57 , and through variations in the pulsed amplitude with intensity. The latter suggest the centrifugal barrier ("propeller effect") is operating in GRO J1744−28 14 and Aql X−1 8 10 . Cyclotron-line measurements from pulsar spectra are giving new insight into the emission geometry and magnetic fields 28 ; Fig. 11 . To date, RXTE has measured the magnetic field in 10 accreting neutron star systems to be 1 − 5 × 10 12 G 29 . These values are consistent with fields inferred for older isolated neutron stars from spin-down measurements.
The x-ray emission mechanism in rotation-powered pulsars is an unresolved issue. Phase resolved spectroscopy of the Crab-nebula pulsar with RXTE suggests that the emission comes from a small region near the magnetic poles, and not from the "outer gap"
55 . The fastest rotation-powered pulsar J0537-6910 (P = 16 ms) was discovered by RXTE in the LMC 39 . It is providing information about the glitches that affect young pulsars.
RXTE has made major contributions to the nature of anomalous x-ray pulsars (AXP) and Soft Gamma-ray Repeaters (SGR) through the study of their rapid and sometimes variable spindown rates 36 38 75 , the absence of Doppler shifts indicating the probable lack of companions 41 , and the earthquake-like recurrences of the outbursts in SGR 25 . The two classes are probably closely related due to the similarity in their spin down ages 10 Outbursts in SGR could originate in magnetic field reconnection associated with starquakes or with massive cracking of the neutron star crust in the case of the giant bursts 33 24 . RXTE data are essential to the ongoing search for satisfactory models for the spindown and bursting of these objects 40 69 11 . 
Spectra of low-mass x-ray binaries (LMXB)
RXTE has shown that Sco X-1 occasionally ( 30% duty cycle) exhibits non-thermal power law emission extending to beyond 200 keV at various positions along its Z track 17 . Less luminous (atoll) LXMBs display hard power-law emission in their low luminosity states 1 . These power laws indicate the presence of hot upscattering plasmas in these systems. They also complicate the spectral distinctions between neutron star and black hole systems.
Transients discovered in monitoring
RXTE continues to discover new x-ray transients with both the ASM and PCA instruments. To the date of this conference, RXTE had found 34 previously unknown transients, 20 of them occurring since the beginning of 1998, some of which are shown in Fig. 2 . Several of these black-hole systems show the quasi-periodic high-frequency oscillations (> 100 Hz) noted above (Fig. 5) , that surely have origins involving general relativity.
Rapid follow-up observations of newly discovered RXTE sources with other xray observatories, and with ground based optical and radio observatories, enhance our understanding of them. Discoveries include CI Cam (1998) 63 3 and V4641 Sgr (1999) 64 74 , both of which were short lived and displayed associated radio emission indicative of relativistic jets 30 31 . The latter system contains a black hole with dynamical mass greater than 8 solar masses 52 . These objects are a resource for the continued study of black-hole systems, even in x-ray quiescence.
Binary and Superorbital Periods
The All-Sky Monitor data have revealed about 40 periodic sources with high confidence from the long-known 835-s spin period of X Per to the previously unknown dip period of 100 days in XTE J1716-389 72 . Seven of these periods were previously unknown, and 4 were previously known but found for the first time in x rays with the RXTE ASM.
The long baseline of the RXTE mission is revealing superorbital periodicities that are relatively stable over the 5-year interval (e.g. the 60 day period of SMC X-1) and others that evolve quite rapidly, e.g. the proposed 70 d period of Cyg X-2; both light curves are shown in Fig. 1 . ASM light curves reveal an extended low-state interval in Her X-1 (Fig. 1) which could arise from a change of inclination of the precessing accretion disk 13 .
Cataclysmic variables
The flexibility of RXTE's rapid pointing capability has made possible timely studies of CV outbursts, especially short-lived rare events. The high energy response of RXTE is ideal for the study of high-energy shock-emitted radiation from magnetic cataclysmic variables. The RXTE spectra of 20 magnetic CVs yield a mean whitedwarf mass, ∼0.85 M sun , significantly greater than do samples of isolated non magnetic white dwarfs, ∼0.55 M sun 56 . Selection effects that could affect this result have yet to be fully quantified. The relation of the hard emission to the puzzling "soft excess" has been explored with coordinated RXTE/EUVE observations 12 .
8 Gamma-ray burst positions and afterglows RXTE plays an active role in GRB localizations and afterglow measurements with both the PCA and the ASM involved. At the time of this conference, the PCA had detected 5 x-ray afterglows, one of which (GRB 991216) led to an optical afterglow. Twenty GRB have been recorded with the ASM, with 9 of these yielding rapid positions that were distributed in near real time to the community. In turn, these led to four optical afterglows and 3 redshift determinations of the 12 known at the time of this conference, including the second largest: z = 2.03 for GRB 000301C. ASM x-ray light curves of GRB sometimes show pronounced afterpeaks not present in gamma rays that may represent the beginning of the afterglow 65 .
